Divergence stability of mixed hp-FEM for incompressible uid ow for a general class of possibly highly irregular meshes is shown. The meshes may be re ned anisotropically and contain hanging nodes on geometric patches. The inf-sup constant is independent of the aspect ratio of the elements and the dependence on the polynomial degree is given explicitly. Numerical estimates of inf-sup constants con rm our results.
Introduction
The e cient n umerical computation of problems in uid mechanics exhibiting boundary layer or corner singularity phenomena requires properly designed meshes. It is well-known (see, e.g., 8, 14] and the references therein) that exponential convergence for corner singularities can be obtained by the use of increasing polynomial degree and of meshes which a r e geometrically re ned towards the corners. Recently, re nement strategies using irregular meshes with hanging nodes became very attractive (see, e.g., 2, 3 , 1 1 ] ) . On the other hand, anisotropic meshes with cells of extremely high aspect ratio are very well suited for the resolution of boundary layers (see, e.g., 15, 17] ). As it is well-known, stability o f m i x e d hp-FEM discretizations for viscous incompressible uid ow is guaranteed as long as a discrete inf-sup condition is satis ed by t h e v elocity a n d pressure spaces. For many pairs of velocity and pressure spaces this inf-sup condition has been established (see 18, 5, 7] and the references there for h-version FEM and 4, 19, 20, 16] and the references there for p-version/spectral FEM). Nevertheless, almost all the presently available techniques for establishing divergence stability seem to require the regularity o f the meshes in some sense (see 3] for some results on anisotropic meshes). This precludes, of course, anisotropic and irregular meshes as described above. Recently, some attention has been turned to this issue and it has been proved by B e c ker and Rannacher 2, 3] that a certain nonconforming low order element is indeed stable independent of the element aspect ratio on axiparallel meshes. In 13] we p r o ved stability f o r hp-elements independent o f t h e aspect ratio on anisotropic mesh patches. In this paper the earlier work 13] is extended and we present a family of conforming hp velocity and pressure spaces which i s d i v ergence stable on a quite general class of anisotropic, possibly irregular meshes. We a l l o w geometric mesh patches with hanging nodes as well as anisotropic re nements. In order to resolve both, boundary layers and corner singularities, we p r o ve the divergence stability o f hp-FEM on tensor products of geometrically re ned meshes. First, the discrete inf-sup condition for low order elements with hanging nodes is proved with an inf-sup constant depending only on the geometrical grading factor. To d o this, we i n troduce an interpolant o f C l ement t ype on geometric meshes with hanging nodes which is of independent i n terest. Second, with the aid of a macro-element t e c hnique corresponding stability results for hp-FEM are obtained. Also, the dependence of the inf-sup constant on the polynomial degree k is given explicitly, that is we show that the inf-sup constant is bounded from below b y Ck ; 1 2 if the mesh contains no triangles and by Ck ;3 otherwise. Numerical estimates of inf-sup constants indicate the sharpness of our results and the dependence on the geometrical grading factor . The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we f o r m ulate the Stokes problem and de ne the meshes and spaces to be analyzed. In Section 3 our main result is given and a n umerical example is considered. In Section 4 we establish stability results on reference meshes which implies by a macro-element technique our main result. The usual notation is used in this paper: For a polygonal domain D l R 2 polynomials of total degree k on D l R 2 is denoted by P k (D), the set of all polynomials of degree k in each v ariable by Q k (D). If I is an interval we d e n e P k (I) a s t h e s e t o f polynomials on I of degree k. In the following we denote by C generic constants not necessarily identical at di erent places but always independent of the meshwidths and the polynomial degrees. 
Problem Formulation

Finite Element Spaces
We de ne the velocity-pressure space pairsṼ N M N to be analyzed below. T is called an a ne mesh if each K 2 T is a ne equivalent to a reference elementK which is either the reference triangleT = f(x y) : 0 < x < 1 0 < y < x g or the reference squarê Q = ( 0 1) 2 , i.e. K = F K (K) with F K a ne.
Reference meshes
Our hp-FEM will be based on certain two-level families of meshes: a macroscopic -uniform mesh denoted T m which will be locally re ned either towards corners or towards the boundary. T o this end we i n troduce now some meshes on the reference elementsQ andT (which are the reference elements for T m ). Most of these reference meshes are irregular or contain anisotropic elements.
De nition 2.1 Let n 2 l N 0 and 2 (0 1). O n Q, the (irregular) geometric mesh n with n + 1 l a yers and grading factor is created r ecursively as follows: If n = 0 , 0 = fQg. Given n for n 0, n+1 is generated b y s u b dividing that square K 2 n with 0 2 K into four smaller rectangles by dividing the sides of K in a : ( 1 ; ) ratio.
The (regular) geometric mesh e n is obtained f r om n by removing the hanging nodes as indicated in Figure 2 . 1 . In Figure 2 .1 the geometric mesh is shown for n = 3 a n d = 0 :5. Clearly, n is an irregular a ne mesh, it contains hanging nodes. The elements of the geometric mesh n are numbered as in Figure 2 .1, i.e. n = f 11 g f ij : 1 i 3 2 j n + 1 g :
The elements 1j , 2j and 3j constitute the layer j.
De nition 2.2 Let T x be an arbitrary mesh on I = ( 0 1), given by a partition of I into subintervals fK x g. O n Q, the boundary layer mesh Tx is the product mesh 2 show s a t ypical boundary layer mesh. We emphasize that any T x is allowed. In particular, rectangles of arbitrary high aspect ratio can be used such that boundary layer meshes are not -uniform.
De nition 2.3 Let n 2 l N 0 and 2 (0 1). O n I = ( 0 1), let T n be the one dimensional geometric mesh re ned towards 0 given by a partition of I into subintervals fI j g n+1 j=1 where I j = ( x j;1 x j ) with x 0 = 0 and x j = n+1;j , j = 1 : : : n + 1 :
OnQ, the geometric tensor product mesh 2 n is then given by T n T n , i . e . The tensor product mesh 2 n contains anisotropic rectangles with arbitrary large aspect ratio (see Figure 2. 2). For the proof of the inf-sup conditions ahead, it is important t h a t 2 n can be understood as the geometric mesh n into which appropriately scaled versions 4 of boundary layer meshes Tx are inserted to remove the hanging nodes. A geometric tensor product mesh is shown in Figure 2 .2 with n = 5 a n d = 0 :5. The underlying geometric mesh n is indicated by bold lines.
Remark 2.4 The geometric meshes n , e n and the tensor product mesh 2 n can also be de ned on the reference triangleT. This is shown in Figure 2 .3. On the reference squarê Q we can even admit mixtures of geometric tensor product meshes and geometric meshes as illustrated in Figure 2 The elements of T m are called macro-elements. If no macro-element i n T m is further re ned the notion \geometric boundary layer mesh" reduces to the already introduced notion of \ -uniform a ne meshes" (such meshes can of course also contain geometric re nements but they are not allowed to have anisotropic elements). Also the notion of \macro-elements" becomes in that case unnecessary. \Geometric boundary layer meshes" are a very general class of possibly highly irregular and anisotropic meshes. We will show b e l o w that they are well suited for the e ective resolution of boundary layer and corner singularity phenomena, i.e. the hp-FEM based on such meshes can resolve boundary layers and corner singularities at an exponential rate. Typically, mesh-patches from T m near the boundary of the domain are partitioned anisotropically using Tx -meshes to approximate boundary layers. Patches near corners are geometrically re ned towards the corners with the meshes n or 2 n . This takes into account boundary layers as well as the singular behaviour of the solution near a corner. In the interior of the domain a simple -uniform mesh can be used. Remark 2.6 Of course, other reference meshes are imaginable for the further local re nement in the macro-elements. As long as these reference meshes are divergence stable (cf. the macro-element technique in Proposition 4.11) they can be added to the \family of local re nement strategies". Further, we remark that no restriction on the regularity of the mesh between two adjacent macro-elements is imposed (even if one demands the macro-element mesh to be regular). For example, a mesh as in Figure 2 .7 is admissible.
hp-FEM spaces
We i n troduce the hp-FEM spaces to be investigated later on. Therefore, let T be an a ne mesh on . With each element K 2 T we associate a polynomial degree k K . All degrees and we p u t jkj = maxfk K : K 2 T g .
We de ne the velocity and pressure spaces
(2.13) and
(2.14) Implementationally, some care is required to ensure interelement c o n tinuity in (2.13) if k K is variable. In some elements the external (or side) modes in the polynomial spaces must be reduced whereas the internal (or bubble) modes are of full degree k K . T h i s c a n b e a c hieved by i n troducing edge-degrees as in 14]. We set further
If the polynomial degree is constant throughout the mesh T (i.e. k K = k 8K 2 T ), we u s e the shorthand notations S k 1 ( T ) and S k 0 ( T ).
3. Main result 3.1. Stability In this section our main result on the divergence stability o f S k 1 ( T ) 2 S k;2 0 ( T ) o n a geometric boundary layer mesh T with underlying macro-element mesh T m is stated. Let K 2 T m be a macro-element and T K the restriction of T to K. W e allow general polynomial degree distributions k as in (2.12) on T which s a t i s f y
(ii) If T K = F K ( ) where the reference mesh onK contains anisotropic elements and has an underlying geometric mesh n (e.g. = 2 n ) then k is constant o n F K ( n ).
Theorem 3.1 Let T be a g e ometric boundary layer mesh on a bounded p olygonal domain l R 2 such that the underlying macro-element mesh T m is regular and -uniform for > 0. Assume that all the geometric re nements in T are obtained w i t h a x e d g r ading factor 2 (0 1). L et k be a p olynomial degree distribution on T which satis es (i) and (ii) above and let jkj = max fk K : K We will prove this theorem in Section 4 using a macro-element t e c hnique (cf. Proposition 4.11 ahead). The main di culty is to establish local stability results on the reference meshes.
Remark 3.2 Although a geometric boundary layer mesh T may contain anisotropic meshpatches, the inf-sup constant in Theorem 3.1 is independent of the element aspect-ratio in such a patch.
Remark 3.3 We could also allow for di erent geometric grading factors in the geometrically re ned patches. As long as is bounded away from 1 and 0 Theorem 3.1 still holds. This is for example satis ed if only nitely many macro-elements are re ned geometrically. More general families of reference meshes are of course admissible for the local re nement of the macro-elements, provided they are patchwise divergence stable as will be explained in Section 4. 
Consistency
With the geometric tensor product meshes near corners one wants to approximate boundary layers and corner singularities at an exponential rate. They arise for example in solutions
a very simple model situation and emphasize that the subsequent arguments are intended only as an illustration that solution components which t ypically arise in viscous, incompressible ow mandate the meshes considered here and can be approximated at an exponential rate. Our stability analysis does not deal, however, with advective e ects which arise for example in the Oseen approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations. Here an additional stabilization of the scheme may be necessary at small . We consider only the approximation of one component of the velocity eld, similar statements hold also for the pressure 12]. Let 2 n be the tensor product mesh on the unit squareQ geometrically re ned towards the origin (cf. De nition 2.3 and Figure 2. 2). We assume that the solution u 2 H 1 (Q) for K and b independent o f k and d. Since the mesh Tn is also contained in 2 n , (3.5) remains valid for S k 1 (Q 2 n ). From an approximation point of view, the mimimal mesh that resolves boundary layers robustly as in (3.5) is the two-element mesh of 15] where the smaller element near the boundary has width O(kd). From (3.4) and (3.5) we conclude with the triangle inequality that the spaces S k 1 (Q 2 n ) can approximate functions u of the form (3.2) at an exponential rate. Remark 3.7 We p o i n t out that the a-priori estimates (2.8), (2.9) are not uniform in > 0.
Nevertheless, the dependence on is algebraic, so that the convergence estimate (3.6) indicates that the -dependence in (2.8) and (2.9) can be compensated at a modest number of degrees of freedom in the hp-FEM, at least for laminar ows.
Proof of the stability result
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof will proceed in analogy to the de nition of geometric boundary layer meshes. First we present local stability results, then we give in Section 4.2 a general stability result for some low order elements on the irregular reference mesh n which is of independent i n terest. These results are nally \glued" together with the aid of a macro-element technique presented in Section 4.3 in order to obtain the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Local stability results
For the stability p r o o f , w e recapitulate some results on the stability of spectral elements on the reference square and triangle. In this subsection we establish divergence stability o f l o w order elements on the irregular geometric meshes n .
A Cl ement t ype interpolant o n n
We rst present a result which is of independent i n terest, namely a Cl ement t ype interpolant I : H 1 0 (Q) ! S 1 1 0 (Q n ) on geometric meshes with hanging nodes. We remark that such irregular meshes are frequently generated by adaptive FE codes and our interpolant I allows to derive residual a-posteriori error estimates along the lines of 24]. This will be elaborated elsewhere. The degrees of freedom of the FE-space M 1 is built of the four elements near the origin whereas M j for j 2 consists of the elements in the layers j and j + 1. As in (2.14) and (4.8) we l e t (4.10) Let E(M j ) = fe : e edge of an element K M j , e 6 @M j g denote the set of all interelement edges in the patch M j . Extra care must be taken due to the presence of hanging nodes. Therefore, we de ne Globally, E( n ) and E 0 ( n ) are de ned completely analogous. 
A macro-element t e c hnique
A useful tool in order to prove divergence stability is the macro-element technique introduced for example in 19] . It is stated in a very general form in the next proposition whose proof is given for the sake of completeness. We h a ve T K = F K (T ) for someT 2 F if K is further re ned or T K = F K (T ) w i t ĥ T =K if K is not locally re ned. By (4.17) or (4.18) there existsṽ K 2 S k 1
We can not use the usual pushforward operator to de neṽ K on K but rather the Piolatransformṽ
Here, J K is the Jacobian of F K and jJ K j = det(J K ). 
where we applied once again (4.21). Remark 4.14 Corollaries 4.12 and 4.13 hold also for the meshes n and 2 n on the reference triangleT with inf-sup constant (N) C jkj ;3 . Divergence stability for the mixed meshes mentioned in Remark 2.4 is obtained in the same way using Proposition 4.11, 
